
Label Robot  
 For Automatic Stretch 

Wrapping Machines 

The Perfect Choice! 

 Technical Data

Label Robot 

Description of Functionality & Construction 
Fixed height and 4 side applicator head (front, bag, top, side)
Robust label printer build into aluminium /acrylic cabinet. Fan for overpressure in cabinet. 
Pneumatic opened dust sealed application lid. 
Printer unit: Intermec XP6i
Pneumatics: Festo
PLC: Siemens
Signal exchange with conveyor via Ethernet, Profitbus or 24V-IO-signals
Scanner on applicator arm to control the readability of the label

Capacity:  
Up to 200 pallets / hour, depending on the number of labels applied. Each pallet can be labeled with 1-4 labels (front, bag, top, side).  

Label Size: 
A5 size labels and smaller 

 - The Right Solution! 
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Satisfy Your Customers with Reo-Pack Labelsoft
 Reo-Pack Labelsoft is a software program for controlling and managing labeling data. Labelsoft has access to 
a database containing production plan, articles etc. and managing the award of SSCC numbering, date, best 
before and pallet numbering. 

An interface to ERP- , WMS- or MES- systems can be tailored to customer's requirements in order to send pallet 
data and recieve article and production plans from these. Some of our existing interfaces are SAP RFC, XML, 
ASCII files and ODBC.

The labelling can be done on three different principles:
• 1. Manual select of one article running on the line
• 2. Manuel select of more than one articles running on the line based on simple number send from the 

conveyor
• 3 Automatic select of article data based on article number or production number send from the conveyor

MADE IN DENMARK WITHOUT COMPOMISING QUALITY!

The Reo-Pack LabelRobot is a fully automatic print and apply system for applying labels on pallets. 
The LabelRobot communicates with the pallet conveyor either by Ethernet, Profibus or 24V-IO-signals. 

Labor-Saving
When the conveyor moves the pallet in position, the labelrobot is then able to mark the pallet according to 3 or 
less  position signals from the conveyor. Between the position signals the pallet has to be moved. The number of 
stop positions is depending on the chosen number of labels to be placed. 
When a label is printed, it will be placed on the vacuum head in the front of the application arm and the arm will 
go out to apply the label. When the arm is back, a “finish”- signal will be send to the conveyor.
To ensure that a label is applied and readable, a barcode scanner is placed under the vacuum unit. Every label 
will be checked after applying. If a barcode cannot be read, a new attempt will be tried. After two unsuccessful 
attempts the labelrobot will turn into alarm state. It is after the alarm acknowledgement procedure possible to 
obtain two new attempts.

Flexible
The applying as well as the label layout can be done after the GS1 standard. This means that labels can be placed 
in the front, on the side and/or in the back (for quarter pallets it can also be on top) of the pallet without turning 
the pallet.

CUSTOMER SATISFICATION 
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LABOR-SAVING
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  REO-PACK!

Label Robot  

          BEST CHOICE!        

       • Gain control of the pallet labelling of the entire company
 
       • Ensure that you meet your customers’ requirements for pallet labeling

       • Updating of WMS with pallet data as SSCC, article, best before etc. 

       • Updating of ERP with production status and pallet data

       • Great savings in the number of manpower  
 


